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The Forum is held with the support and participation of

The Forum is aimed at the evaluation of the results and determination of the perspectives for the National Strategy for Action on Children in the framework of the Decade of Childhood.

The primary Forum objectives
Presentation and discussion of the best domestic and international social practices, interagency models of work in the field of childhood and social infrastructure for vulnerable children;
Discussion of the main results of implementation and perspective objectives of the National Strategy for Action on Children in the framework of the Decade of Childhood.

On the first day of the Forum discussion panels with participation of the Russian Federation public authorities and international experts are planned.

November 13, 2017 – 6 thematic panels

Social and educational inclusion of disabled children and children with special needs (venue - Federal Resource Center for Organization of Comprehensive Support to Children with Autism Spectrum Disorders)

The Forum is held with the support of the Ministry of Education and Science of the Russian Federation and the Ministry of Labour and Social Protection of the Russian Federation.

Elena and Gennady Timchenko Foundation

November 6 – 7, 2017 – 1 thematic panel

Professional staff for children – discussion in the framework of the I All-Russian Conference «Teaching-Knowings – Caring School 2017» (venue – Dmitry Rogachev National Research Center of Pediatric Hematology, Oncology and Immunology)

On the second day of the Forum (November 14, 2017) plenary sessions are planned.

Venue – The International Multimedia Press Center MIA «Russia Today»

Plenary session will include:
- talks of representatives of the Federal Governmental authorities of the Russian Federation;
- talks of representatives of the Federal Governmental authorities of the Russian Federation;
- official presentation and discussion of the results of the Forum’s discussion panels.

Venue – The International Multimedia Press Center MIA «Russia Today»


The target Forum audience: representatives of the executive agencies of the constituent entities of the Russian Federation, specialists in the field of childhood, representatives of professional education, operators of regional strategies for children, Russian and foreign experts, representatives of socially-oriented non-profit organizations and the business community.

Registration of the Forum participants is required on the website of the National Strategy for Action on Children: http://мониторингнсид.рф

The participation in All-Russian Network Forum with International Participation «National Strategy for Action on Children» is free of charge. Travel & accommodation costs should be covered by participants themselves.

Contact information of the Organizing Committee:
tel.: +7 (495) 632-94-33; +7 (495) 608-16-27;
Email: monitoring@mgppu.ru.

Website of the Forum: http://мониторингнсид.рф

The Accreditation of media officials is required – http://mgppu.ru/project/info/4/5996
November 13, 2017

10am – 5pm  Forum discussion panels

PANEL 1. Social and educational inclusion of disabled children and children with special needs
Venue: Federal Resource Center for Organization of Comprehensive Support to Children with Autism Spectrum Disorders (Kashenkin Lug Str., Bld.7, Moscow, Russia)

PANEL 2. The right of the child to live in a blood family. Deinstitutionalization of orphans and children left without parental care
Venue: Analytical Center for the Government of the Russian Federation (Akademik Sakharov Avenue, Bld.12, Moscow).

PANEL 3. The present and future of gifted children
Venue: Agency for Strategic Initiatives (Small Konyushkovsky Lane, Bld. 2, coworking center «Boiling Point», Moscow).

PANEL 4. The voice of child – taking into account the child's opinion in making decisions affecting his/her interests
Venue: The Civic Chamber of the Russian Federation (Miusskaya square, 7, building 1, Moscow).

PANEL 5. The child protection system in the legal space: children in conflict with the law, child victims, children in a virtual environment
Venue: Moscow State University of Psychology & Education (Sretenka Str., 29, Moscow)

November 6-7, 2017

PANEL 6. Modern children’s subculture: developing potential
Venue: Charitable Foundation «Arithmetic of Good» (Large Charitonyevsky lane, 24, building 2, Moscow).

November 14, 2017

9am – 10am  Registration of the Forum Participants
10am – 11:30am  Plenary session
Moderator: Zinaida Fyodorovna Dragunkina (as agreed)
The Chairman of the Committee of Federation Council on Science, Education and Culture, the Secretary of the Coordination Council under the President of the Russian Federation for the implementation of the National Strategy for Action on Children for 2012-2017 years

Welcoming address
Valentina Ivanovna Matvienko (as agreed),
The Chairman of the Federation Council of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation, Chairman of the Coordinating Council under the President of the Russian Federation for the implementation of the National Strategy for Action on Children for 2012 – 2017 years

Golodets Olga Yurievna (as agreed),
Deputy Chairman of the Government of the Russian Federation, member of the Coordination Council under the President of the Russian Federation on the implementation of the National Strategy for Action on Children for 2012 – 2017 years

Welcome speeches (time limit up to 7 minutes)
Sinyugina Tatiana Yuryevna,
Deputy Minister of Education and Science of the Russian Federation
Vovchenko Alexey Vitalyevich,  
First Deputy Minister of Labor and Social Protection of the Russian Federation

Yakovleva Tatyana Vladimirovna,  
Deputy Minister of Healthcare of the Russian Federation

Smolin Oleg Nikolaevich,  
Deputy of the State Duma, member of the Committee on Education and Science (as agreed)

Frank Ksenia Gennadievna (as agreed),  
Chairman of the Supervisory Board of Elena and Gennady Timchenko Foundation

Chupsheva Svetlana Vitalyevna,  
General Director of the Agency for Strategic Initiatives

Gordeeva Marina Vladimirovna,  
Chairman of the Board of the Foundation for Children’s Support in Difficult Life situation

Reports (time limit up to 10 minutes)

Batalina Olga Yuryevna, Member of the State Duma Committee for State Construction and Legislation, member of the Coordination Council under the President of the Russian Federation for the implementation of the National Strategy for Action on Children for 2012 – 2017 years  
«Development of legislation in the field of protection of children’s rights»

Rubtsov Vitaly Vladimirovich, rector of the Moscow State University of Psychology & Education, member of the Coordination Council under the President of the Russian Federation for the implementation of the National Strategy for Action on Children for 2012 – 2017 years, Academician of the Russian Academy of Sciences, Doctor of Psychology  
«Challenges of Modern Childhood: the results of National Strategy for Action on Children»

Alexandra Posharats, Project Manager for Social Protection in Russia of World Bank  
«Best international experience in building an advanced child protection system»

Penti Arajarvi, (Finland) Honorary Professor of Social Law, Chairman of the Board of the Central Union for the Protection of Children in Finland  
«Support for children and family well-being in Finland. The Results and Prospects»

12:30pm – 1pm  Coffee break

1pm – 2pm  Plenary Session’s continuation (time limit up to 10 minutes)

Moderator: Rubtsov Vitaly Vladimirovich, rector of the Moscow State University of Psychology & Education, member of the Coordination Council under the President of the Russian Federation for the implementation of the National Strategy for Action on Children for 2012 – 2017 years, Academician of the Russian Academy of Sciences, Doctor of Psychology

Moderator: Semya Galina Vladimirovna, Doctor of Psychology, member of the Coordination Council under the President of the Russian Federation for the implementation of the National Strategy for Action on Children for 2012 – 2017 years and the head of the working group «Equal opportunities for children in need of special care of the state»  
«The Russian model for overcoming social orphanhood»

Aruin Sergey (Germany) Head of the Association «Recognition, Trust, Perspective»  
«On the system of childhood protection in Germany»

Semya Galina Vladimirovna, Doctor of Psychology, member of the Coordination Council under the President of the Russian Federation for the implementation of the National Strategy for Action on Children for 2012 – 2017 years and the head of the working group «Equal opportunities for children in need of special care of the state»  
«The Russian model for overcoming social orphanhood»

2pm – 2:50pm  Break

3pm – 4:45pm  Plenary Session’s continuation

The Presentation of results of the discussion panels (time limit up to 7 minutes)

Presentation of the representative of a discussion panel «Social and educational inclusion of disabled children and children with special needs»

Presentation of the representative of a discussion panel «The right of the child to live in a blood family. Deinstitutionalization of orphans and children left without parental care»

Presentation of the representative of a discussion panel «The present and future of gifted children»

Presentation of the representative of a discussion panel «The voice of child – taking into account the child’s opinion in making decisions affecting his/her interests»

Presentation of the representative of a discussion panel «The child protection system in the legal space: children in conflict with the law, child victims, children in a virtual environment»

Presentation of the representative of a discussion panel «Modern children’s subculture: developing potential»

Presentation of the representative of a discussion panel «Professional staff for children»

The Open Discussion. Summary of the results of the Forum.  
Questions and comments from the audience, a discussion with the speakers.
DISCUSSION PANEL

«SOCIAL AND EDUCATIONAL INCLUSION OF DISABLED CHILDREN AND CHILDREN WITH SPECIAL NEEDS»

Venue: Kashenkin Lug Str., Bld.7, Moscow, Russia (Federal Resource Center for Organization of Comprehensive Support to Children with Autism Spectrum Disorders, MSUPE)

Date and time of the discussion panel: November 13, 2017, from 10 am to 5 pm (Moscow time)

Moderators:
Silyanov Evgeny Aleksandrovich – Director of the Department of State Policy in the field of child rights protection of the Ministry of Education and Science of Russian Federation, PhD in Philosophy
Kurbangaleyeva Ekaterina Shamilyevna (as agreed) – Deputy Chairman of the Commission on Social Policy, Labor Relations, Cooperation with Trade Unions and Support for Veterans of the Public Chamber of Russian Federation, Director of ANO SIC «Special Opinion»
Alekhina Svetlana Vladimirovna – Vice-rector for inclusive education, director of the Institute of Integrated (Inclusive) Educational Problems of MSUPE, PhD in Psychology

The purpose – Development of proposals for improving the conditions for creating an inclusive social and educational environment for disabled children and children with special needs in the Russian Federation.

The objectives:
• Analyze the existing experiences of organizing social and educational inclusion for disabled children and children with special needs
• Assess the difficulties of organizing social and educational inclusion in Russia
• Identify the ways to overcome difficulties in organizing an inclusive and educational environment.
Discussion Panel  
«Social and educational inclusion of disabled children and children with special needs»

**PROGRAMME**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Audience</th>
<th>Topic of the speech</th>
<th>Speakers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hall of the Federal Resource Center 09:30am – 10:30am</td>
<td>Registration of participants. Excursion to the Federal Resource Center for the organization of comprehensive support for children with Autism Spectrum Disorders</td>
<td>Klokho Elena Yuryevna, Member of the Council of the Government of the Russian Federation on the issues of guardianship in the social sphere</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aud. 306 A (music hall) 10:30am-12:30pm</td>
<td>«Opportunities to involve socially-oriented non-profit organizations that carry out activities in the social sphere, to provide services to accompany children with disabilities in the framework of education» Discussion on the topic of the report.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>«Social Inclusion of Children with Mental Disabilities - Problems and Ways to Solve them» Discussion on the topic of the report.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>«Practices of social inclusion of children with HIA» Discussion on the topic of the report.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>«Social and educational inclusion of disabled children and children with disabilities: prevention of social orphanhood» Discussion on the topic of the report.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>«Networking of organizations providing assistance to children with Autism Spectrum Disorders» Discussion on the topic of the report.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>«The role of non-profit organizations in the development of social and educational inclusion» Discussion on the topic of the report.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>«Experience in the organization of variable forms of education in creating an inclusive environment» Discussion on the topic of the report.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>«Organization of educational and after-school activities in the context of an inclusive school» Discussion on the topic of the report.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>«Psychological and pedagogical support of students with special educational needs in conditions of inclusion» Discussion on the topic of the report.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>«Experience in the organization of variable forms of education in creating an inclusive environment» Discussion on the topic of the report.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>«Psychological and pedagogical support of students with special educational needs in conditions of inclusion» Discussion on the topic of the report.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>«Opportunities to involve socially-oriented non-profit organizations that carry out activities in the social sphere, to provide services to accompany children with disabilities in the framework of education» Discussion on the topic of the report.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

12:30pm – 1pm  
Coffee-break

1pm – 3pm  
Tsyrlinikova Elena Leonidovna, head of the «Our Home» department, the State Budget Educational Institution of Moscow «School with in-depth study of English No. 1206», teacher-defectologist

«Experience in the organization of variable forms of education in creating an inclusive environment» Discussion on the topic of the report

Borisova Nataliya Vladimirovna, curator of “small classes”, teacher-defectologist, State Budgetary Educational Institution of the City of Moscow «School No. 1321 «The Ark». 

«Organization of educational and after-school activities in the context of an inclusive school» Discussion on the topic of the report

Rosenblum Sofya Alexandrovna, Head of Psychological and Pedagogical Support Service, Coordinator of Inclusive Education, State Budgetary Educational Institution of Moscow «Gymnasium No. 1540»

«Interagency model of continuous support of children, including orphans, with severe mental disorders» Discussion on the topic of the report

Gitukhina Anastasia Yuryevna, Executive Director, Regional Public Organization «Our Home»

«Experience in the organization of variable forms of education in creating an inclusive environment» Discussion on the topic of the report


«Interagency model of continuous support of children, including orphans, with severe mental disorders» Discussion on the topic of the report


«Social and educational inclusion of disabled children and children with special needs: prevention of social orphanhood» Discussion on the topic of the report

Ekushevskaya Anastasia Sergeevna, PhD in Psychology, Deputy Director, State Budgetary Institution of Moscow «City Psychological and Pedagogical Center of the Department of Education of Moscow»

«Networking of organizations providing assistance to children with Autism Spectrum Disorders» Discussion on the topic of the report

Bagaradnikova Elena Vyacheslavovna, Executive Director, Regional Public Organization for Assistance to Children with Autism Spectrum Disorders «Contact», member of the Coordination Council for Disabled Children and Other Persons with Disabilities at the Public Chamber of the Russian Federation, member of the Moscow City Association of Parents of Disabled Children, Moscow.

«The role of non-profit organizations in the development of social and educational inclusion» Discussion on the topic of the report

Vilshanskaya Adelia Damirovna, PhD in Pedagogy, Head of the structural unit, State budgetary educational institution of the city of Moscow «Maryino School» named after Marshal of Aviation A.E. Golovanov, teacher-defectologist, laureate of the 3rd All-Russian competition «Best inclusive school».

«Psychological and pedagogical support of students with special educational needs in conditions of inclusion» Discussion on the topic of the report

Gvardionova Darya Alekseevna, Director of the Autonomous Non-Commercial Organization of Additional Education «Children's Development and Socialization Center», Moscow.

«Innovations in Special Education: neuropsychological manual «Brave Draco» Discussion on the topic of the report

Kamal Yulia Igorevna, member of the Public Chamber of Moscow, chairman of the Moscow City Association of Parents of Disabled Children, chairman of the Council for the Affairs of Young People with Disabilities «18+»

«The role of non-profit organizations in the development of social and educational inclusion» Discussion on the topic of the report

Ekushevskaya Anastasia Sergeevna, PhD in Philosophy, Senior Researcher of the Scientific and Methodological Center of the Institute for Problems of Inclusive Education Moscow State University of Psychology and Education «Principles of inclusive culture in the educational space»
Ereshko Nadezhda Evgeniyevna, Senior Lecturer, Podolsky Socio-Sports Institute.  
«Inclusive physical recreation as a means of socializing children with disabilities»  
Discussion on the topic of the report

Legostaeva Alena Aleksandrovna, psychologist, Regional Charitable Public Organization «Center for Curative Pedagogics», Moscow  
«Model of comprehensive support for the families with children with developmental disabilities, aimed at the socialization of children, their support at different stages of life»  
Discussion on the topic of the report

3pm-3:30pm Coffee-break

3:30pm-4:30pm Stepanova Vera Anatolyevna, psychologist, PhD in Psychology, Non-profit organization «Downside Up Charitable Foundation», Moscow.  
«The system of complex psychological and pedagogical support for families with children with early dawn syndrome, the mandatory components of the system and the principles that underlie it.»  
Discussion on the topic of the report

Matveeva Oksana Mikhailevna, Head of the Early Aid Service of the Regional Public Organization of the Krasnoyarsk Center for Curative Education, psychologist, Krasnoyarsk city.  
«Practice «Early intervention» and the experience of the Early Intervention Service of the Krasnoyarsk Center for Curative Pedagogy»  
Discussion on the topic of the report

4:30pm-5pm Discussion of the draft resolution of the discussion panel.  
Summary of the results

DISCUSSION PANEL  
«THE RIGHT OF THE CHILD TO LIVE IN A BLOOD FAMILY. DEINSTITUTIONALIZATION OF ORPHANS AND CHILDREN LEFT WITHOUT PARENTAL CARE»  

Venue: Akademik Sakharov Avenue, bld.12, Moscow

Date of the discussion panel: November 13, 2017

Time of the discussion panel: from 10am to 5pm (Moscow time)

Moderators:  
Agapitova Svetlana Yuryevna, the Commissioner for the Rights of the Child in St. Petersburg, a member of the Coordination Council under the President of the Russian Federation for the implementation of the National Strategy for Action on Children for 2012-2017 years

Garifulina Elvira Shamilievna, the head of programs of Elena and Gennady Timchenko Foundation.

Marova Alexandra, Head of the Foundation for the Prevention of Social Orphanhood, Moscow.

The purpose – to assess the results of the implementation of the the National Strategy for Action on Children in the area of preventing social orphanhood and developing family forms of living arrangements, reforming organizations for orphans and children left without parental care, and formulate the main objectives of development in this area for the next decade.

The objectives:  
• To analyze the leading Russian and international experience in the sphere of reforming the system of prevention of social orphanhood and development of the institute of substitute forms of care, to identify the main difficulties and ways to overcome them;

• To analyze the situation in the sphere of involving socially-oriented non-profit organizations in the provision of social services, identify barriers and formulate the main tasks facing the regions, both in the person of the authorities and the public;

• To formulate the main tasks for the further development of the system for overcoming social orphanhood and reforming the system of institutional care for orphaned children.
Discussion Panel
«The right of the child to live in a blood family. Deinstitutionalization of orphans and children left without parental care»

PROGRAMME

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Audience</th>
<th>Topic of the speech</th>
<th>Speakers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10:00am-10:30am</td>
<td>Greetings: Antanova Lidiya Nikolaevna, Deputy of the State Duma of the Russian Federation Representative of the Analytical Center under the Government of the Russian Federation (as agreed)</td>
<td>Morozova Maria Andreevna, General Director of Elena and Gennady Timchenko Foundation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:30am-10:50am</td>
<td>Romanova Irina Igorevna, Deputy Director of the Department of State Policy in the Sphere of Protection of the Rights of Children of the Ministry of Education and Science of Russian Federation</td>
<td>«The development of legislation in the sphere of overcoming social orphanhood»</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:50am-11:10am</td>
<td>Garifulina Elvira Shamilievna, PhD in Sociology, Head of the «Family and Children» program of Elena and Gennady Timchenko Foundation</td>
<td>«Solving the Problem of Orphanhood in the Russian Federation: Successes, Lessons, Challenges»</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:10am-11:25am</td>
<td>Nagernyak Maria Alexandrovna, the coordinator of projects in the field of social protection of the World Bank</td>
<td>«The best systems for the social protection of children in the world»</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:25am-11:40am</td>
<td>Marova Alexandra Mikhailovna, Director of the Foundation for the Prevention of Social Orphanhood, Moscow</td>
<td>«Stages of development of prevention system of social orphanage in Russia: difficulties and successes of each stage, the prospects»</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:40am-12:00pm</td>
<td>Coffee-pause</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:00pm-12:15pm</td>
<td>Agapitova Svetlana Yuryevna, Commissioner for Children's Rights in the city of St. Petersburg</td>
<td>«The experience of St. Petersburg in the implementation of the policy of child conservation with the involvement of NGOs»</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:15pm-12:30pm</td>
<td>Ovechkina Lyudmila Sergeevna, Deputy Minister of the Moscow Region</td>
<td>«Deinstitutionalization of orphanages in the Moscow Region»</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:30pm-12:45pm</td>
<td>Alexander Posharats, Project Manager for Social Protection in Russia, World Bank</td>
<td>«UK experience in building a developed system of child protection»</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:45pm-1:00pm</td>
<td>Bayazitov Syntimir Biktimirovich, deputy head of the administration of the urban district of Ufa, R. Bashkortostan</td>
<td>«Realization of the municipal model of prevention of social orphanage: key factors and components of efficiency»</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1pm-1:15pm</td>
<td>Shapareva Margarita Anatolyevna, Head of the Department for Family and Children of the Tomsk Region</td>
<td>«Keeping a family for a child, Experience of the Tomsk region.»</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:15pm-1:30pm</td>
<td>Gorodiskaya Natalya Leonidovna, foster parent, chairman of the Council of Families Raising Orphans and Children Left Without Parental Care, with the Ministry of Education and Science of Russia</td>
<td>«Professional parenthood»</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:30pm-2:15pm</td>
<td>Lunch</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:15pm-2:30pm</td>
<td>Levinia Marina Yuryevna, Head of the St. Petersburg Charitable Foundation «Parents Bridge», St. Petersburg</td>
<td>«Practice aimed at preventing orphans of children»</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:30pm-2:45pm</td>
<td>Oslov Veronika Nisonovna, Professor, PhD in Psychology, Moscow State University of Psychology and Education</td>
<td>«Preparation and support of substitute families, accepted for raising children of complex categories»</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:45pm-3pm</td>
<td>Lazareva Larisa, SROO Aistenok, Sverdlovsk region</td>
<td>«Sending refusals from children to system work with the family.» The role of shelters for women with children in the work on the prevention of social orphanhood</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3pm-3:15pm</td>
<td>Hannah Heinonen, executive director of the Central Defense Union, Finland, «Reform of the system of providing services to family and children in Finland. The challenges and challenges»</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:15pm–3:30pm</td>
<td>Kim Berglund, Executive Director of the Lauste Family Center, Finland, «The family center» Lauste «is an effective work within the framework of the ongoing forms»</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:30pm-3:45pm</td>
<td>Stakhovich Andrey Pavlovich, Municipal State Institution of the City of Novosibirsk «Center for Assistance to Children Left Without Parental Care,» Sozvezdie », Novosibirsk</td>
<td>«Key principles of reforming the orphanage and further development»</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:45pm-4:00pm</td>
<td>Korolyeva Nina Genrikhovna, trainer and expert of the Foundation for the Prevention of Social orphanhood</td>
<td>«Modernization of the system of prevention of social orphanage in the regions: factors of efficiency»</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:45pm-4:30pm</td>
<td>Discussion on the topic «Challenges of the Future Decade: Towards a Happy Childhood»</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:30pm-4:45pm</td>
<td>Summarizing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
DISCUSSION PANEL
«THE PRESENT AND FUTURE OF GIFTED CHILDREN»

Venue: Agency for Strategic Initiatives (Small Konyushkovsky Lane, Bld. 2, coworking center «Boiling Point», Moscow).

Date of the discussion panel: November 13, 2017

Time of the discussion panel: from 10am to 5pm (Moscow time)

Moderators:
Zadorina Elena Nikolaevna – Vice-Rector for Scientific work in Moscow State University of Psychology and Education, PhD in Psychology
Shumakova Nataliya Borisovna – Leading Researcher of the Psychological Institute of the Russian Academy of Education, Doctor of Psychology
Sluch Mikhail Ilyich – Deputy Head of the «Talent and Success» Foundation in the direction of «Science» of the Educational Center «Sirius»

The purpose – assessment the results of the fulfillment of the main tasks of the National Strategy in terms of supporting talented children and youth; revealing the best practices of supporting gifted and talented children for their further replication in the regions of the Russian Federation.

The objectives:
• To evaluate the results of the implementation of the National Strategy for the Support of Talented Children and Youth.
• To analyze the research of conditions, mechanisms and factors of the development of children's giftedness, allowing to reveal the nature of the child's individuality and the ways of its realization in adulthood.
• Identify the perspectives and main objectives of the National Strategy for Action on Children.

PROGRAMME

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Audience</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Topic of the speech</th>
<th>Speakers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hall</td>
<td>09:30am – 10:30am</td>
<td>Registration of participants.</td>
<td>Welcoming coffee break</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:30am-10:40am</td>
<td>Greetings</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:40am-12pm</td>
<td>Shumakova Natalia Borisovna, Doctor of Psychology, Leading Researcher of the Psychological Institute of the Russian Academy of Education</td>
<td>«Achievements and problems in the way of identifying and supporting gifted children in Russia and abroad»</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Manolis Defermakis, Cretan University, Greece</td>
<td>«The impact of the socio-economic crisis on the development of modern children»</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Shcheblanova Elena Igorevna, Doctor of Psychology, Head of the Laboratory of the Psychology of Endowments Psychological Institute of the Russian Academy of Education</td>
<td>«The problem of identifying gifted children in theories of giftedness and in the practice of education»</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Belova Sofya Sergeevna, PhD in Psychology, Leading Researcher, Center for Applied Psychological and Pedagogical Studies, MSUPE</td>
<td>«Modern Diagnosis of Endowments: Trends and Technologies of the 21st Century»</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:00pm-12:10pm</td>
<td>Discussion on the topic of reports</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:10pm-12:50pm</td>
<td>Panov Victor Ivanovich, Doctor of Psychology, laboratory of ecopsychology of development and psychodepactics of Psychological Institute of the Russian Academy of Education</td>
<td>«Four stages – four problems of work with giftedness and gifted children»</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Shuykova Inessa Anatolyevna, Director of the Center for Support of Gifted Children «Strategy»</td>
<td>«Support of gifted children: regional experience»</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:50pm-1pm</td>
<td>Discussion on the topic of the reports</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1pm-1:40pm</td>
<td>Lunch break</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1:40pm-2:20pm  Yurkevich Victoria Solomonovna, PhD in Psychology, Professor of the Department of Age Psychology named after Professor L.F. Obukhova Faculty of Psychology of Education MSUPE
«On the preparation of psychological and pedagogical personnel for work with gifted children»

Markina Nina Vitalyevna, Leading Researcher of the Laboratory of Scientific and Methodological Support for the Education of Gifted Children of the State Educational Institution of Higher Professional Education, Chelyabinsk Institute for Retraining and Advanced Training of Educators
«Event-related contexts for the development of gifted students in the context of the implementation of the National Strategy for Action on Children»

Makovetskaya Yuliya Gennadievna, PhD in History, Head of the Laboratory of Scientific and Methodological Support for the Education of Gifted Students of the Center for Educational, Methodological and Scientific Support for the Education of Children with Special Educational Needs. The Chelyabinsk Institute of Retraining and Advanced Training for Educators
«Regional practice of support and development of gifted students in the context of the introduction of GEF in general education»

2:40pm-2:50pm  Discussion on the topic of the reports

2:50pm-3:10pm  Arzhanykh Elena Vladimirovna, Head of the Information and Analytical Department of the Moscow State University of Psychology and Education
«Educational trajectories and professional self-determination of gifted children»

3:10pm-3:20pm  Discussion on the topic of the reports

3:20pm-3:40pm  Coffee-break

3:40pm-4:20pm  Savenkov Alexander Ilyich, Doctor of Psychology, Director of the Institute of Pedagogy and Psychology of Education MPGU
«Children's giftedness as a predictor of academic and life success»

Belova Elena Sergeevna, PhD in Psychology, Leading Researcher, Psychological Institute of the Russian Academy of Education
«Giftedness in preschool age: problematic aspects of identification and development»

4:20pm-4:30pm  Discussion on the topic of the reports

4:30pm-5:00pm  Discussion of the draft resolution of the discussion site
Summarizing
Discussion Panel
«The voice of child – taking into account the child’s opinion in making decisions affecting his/her interests»

PROGRAMME

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Audience</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Topic of the speech</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10:00am-11:15am</td>
<td>Plenary session</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Moderators:**
- Zimova Julia Konstantinovna, First Deputy Chairman of the Commission for Family, Maternity and Childhood Support of the Public Chamber of the Russian Federation, President of the Interregional Public Organization «Our Children»
- Tikhomirova Anna Vladimirovna, Leading Specialist, Center for Evidence-Based Social Design of the Moscow State University of Psychology and Education, President of the Charitable Foundation «Culture of Childhood»

**Gurtskaya Diana Gudaevna**, Chairperson of the Commission of the Russian Federation for Family Support, The President of the Board of Trustees of the Charity Fund «Our Children»

Opening of the Discussion panel «The voice of child – taking into account the child’s opinion in making decisions affecting his/her interests»

**Kuznetsova Anna**, Commissioner for Children’s Rights under the President of the Russian Federation, Acting State Counselor of the Russian Federation

Greetings for the forum participants

**Bunimovich Yevgeny**, Commissioner for Children’s Rights in Moscow, «The rights of children to participate in resolving issues affecting their interests: implementation experience, problems, risks, prospects»

**Kalabihina Irina Evgenyevna**, Doctor of Economics, Professor of the Department of Population of the Faculty of Economics of Moscow State University, expert of the World Bank, UN expert (UNDP, UNWOMEN, UNFPA, UNICEF) member of the author’s team of developers of the section «Next steps in participation of children in the implementation of the National Strategy»

**Kuokkanen Julia**, Central Union for Child Welfare, Finland, «Participation of children in the discussion and examination of decisions concerning their rights and interests: international experience»

**Podushkina Tatyana Gennadievna**, Head of the Center for Evidence-Based Social Design of the Moscow State University of Psychology and Education, Coordinator of the Interdisciplinary Professional Association «Evaluation of Projects and Programs in Childhood»

«Development of participative culture in the social sphere: applied research involving children and young adults in the field of prevention and overcoming the consequences of social orphanhood»

11:15am –11:30am Break

11:30am– 12:30pm Session for adult forum participants

**Hall of 5th floor**

**Moderators:**
- Zimova Julia Konstantinovna, First Deputy Chairman of the Commission for Family, Maternity and Childhood Support of the Public Chamber of the Russian Federation, President of the Interregional Public Organization «Our Children»
- Tikhomirova Anna Vladimirovna, Leading Specialist, Center for Evidence-Based Social Design of the Moscow State University of Psychology and Education, President of the Charitable Foundation «Culture of Childhood»
- Zevina Diana Arkadevna, the head of The program «Do not pour water» Charity fund «Our Children»
- How to talk about the complex: experience attraction of students of boarding school-institutions to discuss the results of the research and development programs of work with blood families
- Petrusenko Elena Nikolaevna, psychologist, ANO «Parental Center» Sunflower (St. Petersburg)
- «What the child is silent about. From the experience of accompanying adolescents»

Group discussion: «Barriers of children's participation in the discussion and examination of decisions»

12:30pm –12:45pm Break

12:30pm –1:45pm Plenary session «Voice of the child: children as experts of experience»

**Hall of 5th floor**

**Moderators:**
- Zimova Julia Konstantinovna
- Kuokkanen Julia
Panel discussion «Children = Adults? Rights and responsibilities of the parties»

Moderators:
Alexey Arturovich Gazaryan,
Anna Vladimirovna Tikhomirova

- Representatives of the section of children and young adult forum participants
- Johannes Gebrenigus Jontal, chairman of the public organization «Time of participation», Finland
- Kuokkanen Julia, Central Union for the Protection of Children, Finland
- Trubin Alexey Andreevich, President of the Holding «Territory of Intellect»
- Prutchenkov Alexander Sergeevich, Doctor of Pedagogy, Professor
DISCUSSION PANEL

«THE CHILD PROTECTION SYSTEM IN THE LEGAL SPACE: CHILDREN IN CONFLICT WITH THE LAW, CHILD VICTIMS, CHILDREN IN A VIRTUAL ENVIRONMENT»

Venue: Moscow State University of Psychology & Education (Sretenka Str., 29, Moscow, auditorium 506)

Date of the discussion panel: November 13, 2017

Time of the discussion panel: from 10am to 5pm (Moscow time)

Moderators:

Dvoriyanchicov Nikolai Victorovich, dean of the faculty of Legal and forensic psychology, Professor of the Department of Clinical and Forensic Psychology of the Faculty of Legal and forensic psychology of MSUPE, PhD in Psychology.

Falkovskaya Larisa Pavlovna, Deputy Director of the Department of State Policy in the Sphere of Protection of Children's Rights of Ministry of Education and Science of the Russian Federation, PhD in Psychology.

Minina Eugenia Viktorovna, head of the department for procedural control over the investigation of certain types of crimes of the Investigative Committee of Russian Federation, Major-General of Justice.

Chirkina Rimma Vyacheslavovna, Head of the Department of Legal Psychology and Law of the Faculty of Legal and forensic psychology of MSUPE.

The purpose – summarizing the implementation of the National Strategy for Action on Children in the direction of «Establishing a system of protection and ensuring the rights and interests of children and child-friendly justice» and identifying strategies for developing a preventive system based on effective practices in the framework of the Decade of Childhood.

The objectives:

Analysis of problems and achievements and definition of directions of state policy in the field of:

- development of legislative bases of the system of protection of childhood, taking into account international standards for ensuring and protecting the rights and interests of children;
- creation of an effective system for preventing offenses committed against children, and violations of children themselves, and child-friendly justice system punishment;
- reforming commissions on juvenile affairs and protecting their rights;
- adopting to the legislative level measures to protect against information that threatens their well-being, security and development;
- establishment of a system to prevent violence against minors, as well as the organization of activities of institutions, specialists, volunteers for the socio-psychological rehabilitation of child victims of violence and assistance to investigative bodies in the investigation of criminal attacks against children.
12:40pm-1:30pm  Lunch

1:30pm-3pm  Topic: Children in conflict with the law: problems, system practices, areas of prevention

Edvin Pütz, District Judge for Juvenile Affairs in Düsseldorf, Head of the Detainee’s Home for Adolescents and Youth, Germany
«Educational resources of juvenile justice in Germany (video report)»

Dirk Sauerbourne, Commissioner of the Main Police Department, Düsseldorf, Germany
«The role of the police in organizing work with adolescents and young people from national diaspora»

Nemtsov Yuri Ivanovich, Deputy Assistant to the Chairman of the Investigative Committee of the Russian Federation
«The participation of the Investigative Committee in the work on crime prevention, committed by minors and against minors»

Debolsky Mikhail Georgievich, Professor of the Department of Legal Psychology and Law of the Faculty of Legal Psychology of MSUPE, PhD in Psychology, Colonel of Internal Service
«Current Trends in the Execution of Punishments in Educational Colonies»

Borisova Daria Pavlovna, Head of the Psychological Support Department UFI SFSN of Russia in Moscow, Senior Lieutenant of the Internal Service
«Psychological support of work with convicted minors in the UFI SFSN system»

Chirkina Rimma Vyacheslavovna, Head of the Department of Legal Psychology and Law of the Faculty of Legal Psychology of MSUPE
«Prospects for the Development of the Probation System»

Dzyadko Natalia, Director, Center for Assistance to Criminal Justice Reform, Moscow
«The teenagers are behind bars and free. Difficulties and prospects of civil initiatives in the system of execution of sentences»

Skrynnik Nadezhda Anatolievna, Head of the Department for Ensuring the Activity of the Commissions for Minors and Protection of Their Rights of the Government in the Ryazan Region
«From the experience of working with children on various types of preventive accounting in the Ryazan region»

Konovalov Anton, Head of the School Reconciliation School of the Interregional Public Center «Forensic Legal Reform», Chairman of the Association of Curators of Reconciliation and Mediator Services of Moscow, Methodist of the City Psychological and Pedagogical Center of the Department of Education of Moscow
«Results of activities and prospects for the development of reconciliation services as a form of implementation of restorative justice in Russia»

3pm-3:15pm  Coffee pause

3:15pm-4:30pm  Theme: “The system of protection of children affected by violence. Safe childhood”

Ray Bull, Professor of Forensic Psychology at the Universities of Leicester, Portsmouth and Derby. President of the European Association of Psychology and Law EAPL, Great Britain
«Organization of interviews of children affected by violence in the UK»

Margret Satterwaite, a criminologist advising an expert on educational programs to counter violent crimes against the person and related to sexual assault, with trafficking and sexual exploitation, Great Britain-Russia
«What Russian experts should know about violence, working with children, victims of violence»

Voronkova Anna Alexandrovna, volunteer of the Integration Center for Adaptation and Education of Refugee Children «Same Children», translator, Moscow
«Experience and technologies of protection of discriminated categories of children in Russia, Finland, Germany, France»

Delibalt Varvara Vasilievna, Associate Professor of the Department of Legal Psychology and Law of the Faculty of Legal Psychology at MSUPE, Prokopishin Rostislav Alexandrovich, Researcher of the Laboratory of Scientific and Methodological Provision of Emergency Psychological Aid, Psychologist of the Emergency Response and Psychological Advice Section of the Center for Emergency Psychological Assistance
«Features of suicidal-directed online behavior of minors and the possibility of implementing preventive programs in the Internet environment»

Galuzina Olga Alekseevna, Deputy Chairman of the City Expert Advisory Council of the Parents’ Community at the Department of Education of the City of Moscow, Head of the Commission for the Prevention of Negative Manifestations and Work with Parents.

Lubsky Vladimir Alexandrovich, Director, School «Integral», Permyakov Sergey Alexandrovich, Head of Psychological Service, School «Integral»
«The education system as a link in the prevention system»

4:30pm-5pm  Summing up the work of the discussion panel.
**DISCUSSION PANEL**
«MODERN CHILDREN’S SUBCULTURE: DEVELOPING POTENTIAL»

**Venue:** Charitable Foundation «Arithmetic of good» (Large Charitonyevsky lane, 24, building 2, Moscow

**Date of the discussion panel:** November 13, 2017

**Time of the discussion panel:** from 10am to 5pm (Moscow time)

**Moderators:**
Smirnova Elena Olegovna, head of the «Play and Toys» research Centre, professor of the department of preschool pedagogy and psychology the faculty of Psychology of Education
Novozhilova Nailya Rashitovna, Chairman of the Board of the Charitable Foundation «Arithmetic of good»
Tsytsulina Antonina Viktorovna, Chairman of IDID «Infrastructure of Modern Childhood»
Kabanov Vladimir Lvovich, director of the area for interaction with the authorities of the Charitable Foundation «Arithmetic of Good»

**The purpose** – assessment of the developmental potential of the modern children's subculture, its compliance with the psychological capabilities and needs of children and influence on the formation of psyche and the needs of children

**The objectives:**
- To analyze the specifics of the modern children's subculture from the position of marketer, psychologist, parent, representative of the business and regulator.
- Show principles and possibilities of psychological and pedagogical expertise of information products for children.
- Demonstrate the possibilities and achievements of psychologists' participation in the design of gaming environments.
- To consider the risks and problems of examination of information products for children.
- Discuss the concept of the Federal Center for Psychological and Pedagogical Examination of Gaming Products for Children.

**PROGRAMME**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Audience Time</th>
<th>Topic of the speech</th>
<th>Speakers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10am-12pm</td>
<td>Plenary session</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Moderators:</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kabanov Vladimir Lvovich, Director of the Department for Cooperation with the Authorities of the CF «Arithmetic of Goodness», PhD in Psychology, Associate Professor in specialty: «Civil Law; business law; family law; international private law»</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Smirnova Elena Olegovna, Head of the Center for Psychological and Pedagogical Examination of Games and Toys</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tsitsulina Antonina Viktorovna, Chairman of IDID «Infrastructure of Modern Childhood»</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sanatovskaya Larisa Anatolyevna, executive director of the «National Parent Association»</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pochinok Natalya Borisovna, Rector of the Russian State Social University, Doctor of Economics, Associate Professor</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Abdulaeva Elena Aleksandrovna, Senior Researcher, Center for Psychological and Pedagogical Examination of Games and Toys</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12pm-12:30pm</td>
<td>Break</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sokolova Maria Vladimirovna, senior researcher at the Center for Psychopedagogical examination of games and toys</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

«Modern children’s subculture: developing potential»
12:30pm–2pm  Plenary session (continued)

Moderators:
Novozhilova Nailya Rashitovna, Chairman of the Board of CF «Arithmetic of Good»
Sokolova Maria Vladimirovna, senior researcher at the Center for Psycho-pedagogical examination of games and toys
Leichuk Alexey Mikhailovich, Entrepreneur «Designing, creating and transforming a children's game environment»
Surazhevskaya Alla Dmitrievna, head of the «Ministry of Childhood» «Forming children in the image of a law-abiding participant in the road»
Smirnova Svetlana Yurievna, Research Fellow of the Center for Psychological and Pedagogical Examination of Games and Toys «Computer games for preschoolers»
Pavlova Lyubov Ivanovna, the methodologist of the publishing house «Russian Word» «Modern printed products for children»
Reznoy Ilya Dmitrievich, entrepreneur «Dobroutka» «Features of the production of toys in Russia and its value for children and parents»
Nevolina Ekaterina Aleksandrovna, writer, editor of the publishing house «Exmo», «Family reading: children's books»
Sotnikov Vladimir Mikhailovich, writer, permanent author of the publishing house «Exmo», «Family reading: teenage books»

2pm-3pm  Lunch break

3pm-5pm  Round table: Discussion of the model of the Federal Center for Psychological and Pedagogical Examination of Gaming Products

Moderator:
Kabanov Vladimir Lvovich, director of the direction on interaction with the authorities of the CF «Arithmetic of Good» PhD in Pedagogy, associate professor in the specialty: «Civil law; business law; family law; international private law»

Smirnova Elena Olegovna, Head of the Center for Psychological and Pedagogical Examination of Games and Toys «The Federal Center for Psychological and Pedagogical Examination of Game Products: Tasks and Activities»

Presentations by representatives of the Ministry of Education and Science, the Ministry of Industry and Trade, as well as performances by game producers, representatives of the sphere of pre-school education, parents’ community.
PLENARY REPORTS

11am-12pm «Science – practice in teaching children with special educational needs, who are on long-term treatment in medical institutions»
Kukushkina Olga Ilyinichna, Corresponding Member of RAE, Ph.D., Institute of Correctional Pedagogics of RAE
Goncharova Elena Lvovna, Ph.D., Institute of Correctional Pedagogics of RAE; vice-president of the Russian Reading Association (Moscow, Russia)

12pm-12:30pm Coffee-break (Large Conference Hall)

12:30pm-1:10pm «Education of children in long-term care in the Russian Federation: current status and problems»
Sharikov Sergey Vitalyevich, PhD, head of the project office «UchimZnayem» (Moscow, Russia)

1:10pm-1:45pm «Approaches to teaching children in long-term care in European countries»
Jan Haverkate, President of the European Association of Educators for Child Care (Jannes Haverkate, Hospital Organization of Pedagogues in Europe) (Amsterdam, Netherlands)

1:45pm-2pm «The role of the public charitable organization Direct Assistance «in the implementation of the project» Hospital School «
Kristina Andresyan, Varvara Avakimyan, Ani Hovhannisyan (Yerevan, Armenia)

2pm-2:15pm «Multidisciplinarity in the context of hospital pedagogy»
Photinika Gliga, pedagogue-psychologist, hospital school at the Institute of Oncology (Bucharest, Romania)

2:15pm-2:30pm «A child on long-term treatment and subject Olympiads, why is it important and how is it done?»
Golenishcheva-Kutuzova Tatyana Igorevna, Ph.D., Center for Pedagogical Excellence (Moscow, Russia)

2:30pm-3:30pm Lunch (Large Conference Hall)
One of the largest family Foundations in Russia, established in 2010 for obtaining long-term results of family charity, in which the Timchenko family is involved for more than 25 years.

The program «Family and Children» of the Timchenko Foundation supports the preservation of children in native families as well as qualitative counseling for foster parents and the public support for families in which foster children are brought up.

The program works on the three levels: the influence on social processes and the attitude of society, the support of expert infrastructure, the formation of sustainable models in the regions.

Working on the program content, we rely on the research findings, expert opinions and results of evaluation of program activities. Application of program and project evaluation improves their quality.

The Foundation's monitoring and evaluation mechanisms in childhood protection, including children’s participation, can be used both by non-profit public organizations as well as and state and municipal institutions.

Official website of the Foundation: www.timchenkofoundation.org

The Federal Resource Center for Organization of Comprehensive Support to Children with Autism Spectrum Disorders (FRC) has more than 20-year history of providing comprehensive assistance to children with RAS.

FRC is a subdivision of Moscow State University of Psychology & Education.

Our goal is the development of system of comprehensive care for children with autism spectrum disorders in Russian Federation.

The main activities of the Federal Resource Center:


Approbation of the basic models of education for children with ASD. Informational support for specialists and parents. Development of interregional and international relations. Realization of socially significant projects.

In 2015-2016 specialists of FRC MSUPE conducted expert-methodological support in the framework of the largest interregional pilot project for provision of integrated medical and social and psycho-pedagogical assistance to children with ASD, organized by the Fund of support for children in difficult life situations.

The Federal Resource Center of MSUPE publishes a special scientific and practical journal «Autism and Developmental Disorders», established in 2003. The main objective of the journal is dissemination of the best practices in the field of providing comprehensive assistance to children with ASD and their families. With the creation of FRC the journal «Autism and Developmental Disorders» becomes its official publication.

Official site of the FRC: http://autism-frc.ru
Charitable Foundation «Arithmetic of good» was established in March 2014 by a large entrepreneur and patron Roman Avdeev for a systematic solution to the problems of orphanhood in Russia.

Flagship programs of the Fund:

«Chance» – is the largest program in Russia for individual distance learning, which helps children who are bringing up in the organizations for orphans and children left without care of parents across Russia to prepare and successfully pass the state final exam and the SAT's.

Club «ABC of foster families» is intended for potential and held adoptive parents, guardians and foster parents, is directed to the development of support and maintenance of foster families. The Club provides for extensive educational and awareness-raising activities.

«Compass» – a program of social adaptation, personal development and the acquisition of social demanded competencies on the basis of the personal successful story of each adolescent from the organization for the orphans.

The Foundation participates in the development of the bachelor’s educational program «Family Education» and the professional standard for the caregiver of the organization for orphans and children left without care of parents.

Charitable Foundation «Arithmetic of Good» is included in the Register of non-profit organizations, service of the Ministry of Justice of Russia No. 577170026.

Charitable Foundation «Arithmetic of Good» is a member of the international organization of foster families IFCO.

Charitable Foundation for the Prevention of Social Orphanhood is specialized in development and implementation of models and services for prevention of social orphanhood and protection of rights and legal interests of minorities.

The Foundation implements programs aimed at assisting the executive authorities and regional non-profit organizations in effective work in the field of orphanhood prevention and families help.

How does the Foundation work?

After signing the agreements with authorities on the city and regional levels on the introduction of a particular model, The Foundation analyzes the situation, identifies problems of effective work in this direction, and in the framework of project-workshop-meeting develops the ways of solving them together with the region’s coordinators. After that the Foundation conducts educational seminars for employees from social and medical institutions, public organizations aimed at building new skills and competencies.

44 regions of the Russian Federation received the assistance in prevention of social orphanhood within the framework of the programs of the Foundation during the 5 years of its` practice.

Official website of the Foundation: www.a-dobra.ru

Official website of the Foundation: www.fondpcc.ru
Analytical Center under the Government of Russian Federation provides operational information and analytical support and expert support to government decision-making on major issues of socio-economic development.

Under the competence of experts of the Analytical Center are: industrial policy, energy, finance, agriculture, transport, innovation, informational technology, strategic planning, project management, regional development, employment, education, health, energy and etc. Two project offices work on the basis of the Analytical Center – the project office on the implementation of the reform of the control surveillance activities and the project office on the implementation of the state program «The digital economy of the Russian Federation».

Address: 12 Sakharov Ave., Moscow
Tel.: +7 (495) 632-9796
Fax: +7 (495) 632-9734
E-mail: postman@ac.gov.ru
Official website: www.ac.gov.ru